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Technology has changed our behavior to a 

very large extent. Right from the way we 

shop to the way we interact with one 

another. One of the key aspects of 

technology that has changed the way we 

interact with our devices is the element of 

Voice. Consumers are using voice 

technology to order food, get direction, 

make reservations, book travel, etc. Indian 

internet users are fast adopting this search 

tool and finding comfort in regional 

language.

The surge in voice searches, the rapid 

adoption of virtual assistants, the 

integration of bots to drive conversational 

commerce will change the dynamics in 

which brands would engage with the 

consumers.  Hence, marketers need to study 

the impact of voice technology on consumer 

behavior and should adopt voice technology 

to make their marketing campaign more 

efficient. Brands across various categories, 

such as CPG and travel, have already started 

integrating voice assistants with their 

customer service to help customers. AI and 

machine learning would further assist 

businesses to enhance customer experience 

and improve ROI. 

 This report highlights some of the emerging 

marketing trends in voice technology as well 

as recommends strategies which a brand 

should follow for better results. Our vision is 

to help all brands find their voice for what 

the future entails.

Executive
summary



INDUSTRY
LANDSCAPE       
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This section is a brief summary of growth and 

adoption of voice assistant globally as well as in 

India. 

Smart Speaker adoption is growing at a faster rate 

than any other technology before it. While urban 

India was early adopter of voice technology, voice is 

transforming the way marketing is done in rural 

India. 
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landscape

Top skills on
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Three key elements defining the digital
 landscape in India

Active Internet 

Users In India

574 Mn 
People accessing 

internet through

phone

 99%

Smart phones

500Mn 

400Mn 
Feature Phones

Voice continues

to be a device agnostic 

solution with voice

assistants  powering

 smartphones

Increase 

in voice search

270%
Increase in HINDI

Voice Searches

400% 

Voice though 

at a nascent stage

 is growing very 

rapidly 

Internet Users

In India

= 

Mobile 

internet users



Indians are comfortable 

with Voice

Over 

cricket queries in Hindi 
received by Assistant 

the 2019 cricket seasonin 

100M 

Why are Indians 
adopting voice

Voice is 

faster than typing
3x

Majority Indians

 being multilingual 

find voice easier vs Typing

Mobile is surface of choice

for Voice

users use Google
voice assistants 

on phone

60% 



Hanuman 
challisa

Hindi Jokes Bollywood 
quiz

Sanjeev Kapoor 
recipe

Chota bheem

Antakshari

Wild Planet

Phone Genie

Top skills 
on smart speakers



Opportunities in Urban 
and Rural India

Voice enabled holograms 

Voice enabled screens 

Voice Commerce 

Dialogue Ads 

Voice Biometric 

Voice Assistants

Voice Converse 

Voice enabled robotics

Voice synthesis

Voice Search

Mobile Radio

On-Pack Missed call voice platform

mSamvaad

Voice gaming

AdRBT

Voice NLP

Telemedicine

IVRS

Outbound Dialer

Branded Voice Helpline partnerships

IRCTC 139

Kisan helpline 

Grahaam vani 

Operator juke box 



THE  
CONSUMER

STORY
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To understand the consumer affinity towards voice 

solution and their preference, we conducted a survey 

with Inmobi  where around 2000 people participated 

in the survey. The result of the survey and the 

inference which can be drawn are presented in this 

section. 



Who the 
consumer
 is

Voice is 
a universal
phenomenon

Regionalization
is a key trend

What 
consumers
seek



A relatively younger person for whom 
using voice is a way of life – 
especially for entertainment 
and information 

For entertainment To control

utility apps

To gather

information 

Google assistant Alexa Apple Siri

43% 26% 38%

53% 14% 11%

Teens

14 -17

Young adults

18–24

Working 
professionals

25-34

Daily

21% 34% 24%

40% 24%
2 -5 times a week



A fairly universal 
phenomenon

Irrespective

of cost of device, 

the frequency of use 

and reasons 

for use are similar

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

>12 K 12 K to 30K 30K +

Frequency of use

Daily

Once a week

2-5 times a week

Once a month

Rarely

31%

21%

19%

30000+

5000 - 8000

12000 - 30000

10% 8000 - 10000

Cost of handset

19% 10000 - 12000



Regionalization is an important trend, 
especially in the sub 30K segment

What 
consumers seek

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

>12 K

12 K - 30 K

30k +

Preferred language while speaking with voice assistant

Other Indian languages Hindi English

Users are highly interest in voice features to use 

their favorite app. Close to 40% of the respondents 

were interested in this feature whereas voice 

enabled personalized services and better 

customer service is also considered necessary. 

Better customer service

through voice recognition

Voice enabled personalized

services - E.g. Doubt clearing

teacher

Interact with virtual celebrities

through voice

Voice assistant to use your

favorite apps

Voice enabled online & 

in-store shopping experience

29%

33%

20%

37%

23%



HOW EMERGING
 TRENDS 

ARE  IMPACTING
 INDUSTRIES 
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Voice is the next big trend in the digital world. A user 

can type close to 40 words but, can speak up to 150 

words. Voice technology combined with Artificial 

Intelligence, Machine Learning and Augmented 

Reality is all set to bring about a makeover to many 

industries. New trends are focused on customer 

engagement and delight and use feedback approach to 

derive better performance. 



Gaming

Healthcare Education 

Banking



Healthcare 

organizations are 

monetizing health and 

wellness content to 

seamlessly facilitate 

omnichannel 

consumer journeys. 

VUI has reduced costs 

and it has reduced the 

time and effort to 

access healthcare 

information 

What is
its impact
on the 
industry ?

Godrej Hit and Apollo 

Hospital launched a 

CSR initiative -  

Platelet donation drive 

which fetched 

information on 

platelet donor in 

vicinity powered by 

voice tech 

Example

Voice User Interface 

(VUIs ) is used in 

analyzing behavioral 

health issues, 

streamlining patient 

documentation, and 

providing optimal 

personal care to patients

What is 
the trend ?

Healthcare



Voice assistants are 

being embedded with 

skills for educational 

purpose. 3rd party 

solution providers are 

also creating 

innovative apps / 

platforms which can be 

accessed through voice 

assistants. For ex, the 

Echo Dot can now 

access materials 

directly from Audible.

What is
its impact
on the 
industry ?

Colgate rolled out a 

scholarship program 

along with Byju’s. 

Every consumer who 

purchased Colgate 

toothpaste gained 

accessed to Byju’s 

content. ( The video 

content was converted 

into audio for easy 

access through feature 

phones too )

Example

Education through 

conversations with voice 

assistants / voice 

platforms.  

It makes education more 

fun and  engaging and 

when the teaching is in 

native language, it 

increases attention 

spans. 

What is 
the trend ?

Education 



Financial institutions 

are now pushing 

internal projects or 

partnering with fintech 

in order to offer more 

robust voice-activation 

services. The 

technology has made it 

possible for banks to 

serve Senior Citizens, 

Disabled and 

customers staying in 

remote locations in a 

better way.

What is
its impact
on the 
industry ?

Banks are using Voice 

Biometrics 

Authentication for its 

customer. Basic 

queries are now 

handled by voice tools

Example

Use of voice technology 

to improve customer 

services. It is the quickest 

and most convenient way 

to bank, from checking 

account balance to 

money movement.

One of the applications 

of voice in banking is 

voice biometric which 

validates customer based 

on his unique voice 

identity.

What is 
the trend ?

Banking



Companies are 

creating games which 

have an immersive 

atmosphere with 

sound effects, different 

character voices and 

engaging stories. 

Brands are engaging 

with consumers 

through games. 

What is
its impact
on the 
industry ?

Clinic plus had 

launched a riddle 

game to engage with 

women. A toll free 

number was promoted 

for participation and 1 

lucky winner got a 

grand prize everyday 

for 15 days

Example

Gaming experience has 

moved from wireless 

sticks to voice based 

interaction. A gamer can 

use his voice to move and 

jump between platforms. 

A person can play voice 

enabled games even on 

feature phones. 

What is 
the trend ?

Gaming



OPPORTUNITIES 
IN URBAN 

AND RURAL
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Voice technology in India has developed along roughly 

two paths. On one hand, voice technology is reaching 

every household in urban area through smart speakers 

and voice assistants. On the other hand, in the media 

dark areas i.e rural regions, voice is reaching 

consumers through feature phones. While voice 

technology is used in Urban India for convenience, it is 

a utility in rural areas. This section explore various new 

and innovative solutions which can be exploited to 

reach and engage with consumers.



Opportunities
in Urban

Opportunities
in Rural



Opportunities
in Urban India

Voice enabled video chatbot

What 
is it ?

What 
is it ?

What 
is it ?

How brands
are using it?

How brands
are using it?

How brands
are using it?

Voice enabled smart screens

Voice enabled holograms

Converse with face of the 

brand through pre-filled 

content powered by AI. 

It closely resembles Live 

video call

Another Pioneering 

Innovation featuring 

Voice enabled screen 

which interacts with the 

user according to voice 

command

Holograms can be given 

a human face or brand 

face & data can be fed to 

interact to humans.

It is a unique interactive medium which leverages 

influencer’s fan base.

Idea launched a campaign with Mallika Dua to create 

awareness about common misdoings of people

Brands are using smart screens as virtual trial option where 

the product such as clothing track the human pose to give 

them the feeling of them wearing it. All this controlled by a 

simple voice command

It is used in restaurant, retail outlets for product insights, 

for asking price etc

Captivate consumer attention and create an everlasting 

memory through something unique like a hologram



Opportunities
in Urban India

Conversational Commerce

What 
is it ?

What 
is it ?

What 
is it ?

How brands
are using it?

How brands
are using it?

How brands
are using it?

Voice search

Dialogue ads

Voice enabled chatbots 

for shopping online

Consumer are using 

voice assistants for 

seeking information on 

the internet. 

Dialogue ads is a unique way in 

which brands speak with 

customers to address their 

needs within the context of their 

own unique customer journeys

This Valentine’s day Cadbury Dairymilk Silk created an 

Alexa skill which tells users way to go far for love. The 

brand also introduced conversational commerce which 

enabled  consumers to add Cadbury silk directly to the cart 

using an Alexa skill

Royal Enfield has adopted voice search as a part of overall 

SEO strategy which has resulted in better visibility of the 

website when end users are having conversations with 

Google voice assistance supported devices

Pizza Hut leveraged dialogue audio ads platform , a 

two-way conversational ads. Strategy included 

integration of voice AI on audio inventory along with 

time-band communication



Opportunities
in Urban India

Voice synthesis

What 
is it ?

What 
is it ?

What 
is it ?

How brands
are using it?

How brands
are using it?

How brands
are using it?

Sonic Branding

Voice enabled robotics

Voice syncing works by learning 

millions of features of your voice and 

builds a template which can be used 

to produce any content by giving just 

a text input. The AI automatically 

takes care of features like language, 

accent, pitch and even expressions

It is a brand’s proprietary sonic voice 

that conveys the brand story

It autonomously navigates 

in footfall areas and 

engages with consumers 

through voice, video, 

movement and gesture. 

Voice synthesis (cloning) has awe inspiring 

applications for Education, Media, Entertainment 

and Communication. Brands are producing 

content in  unique voice such as a celebrity’s voice 

at scale (without any of the equipment) and 

communicating with consumers dynamically in 

their preferred language

Brands have their own sonic branding that helps 

consumers recognize the brand when they see an 

ad on TV or interact with the brand

Robots can represent brands independently in a footfall 

area. They can participate in campaigns, do outreach, 

generate leads and drive conversions. Brands can rely upon 

the bot as a trusted mascot which can make the most 

effective pitch, assist consumers in making a choice and 

leave a lasting impression.



Opportunities
in Rural India

Missed call voice Platform

What 
is it ?

What 
is it ?

What 
is it ?

How brands
are using it?

How brands
are using it?

How brands
are using it?

IVRS

Voice NLP

Encourage users to give missed call, then 

push voice content to profiled user.

It is a cost effective method. 

Brands can collect consumer data 

through this platform

It is similar to branded voice call but it 

engages  users to participate in quiz, 

education, entertainment, etc.

Since it is an automated response, it 

reduces consumer wait time and 

response is quick too

While IVRS relies on input through numbers 

dialed by the consumer, Voice NLP requires 

voice input for interaction. 

The reach is higher and interaction is more 

meaningful as it is a natural way to interact 

with humans

Brands spread information and offer 

discounts to consumer through this platform. 

In past, brands have offered discount through 

a code on the package of the product

Castrol created a IVRS based campaign to 

educate truck drivers on topics such as child 

security, financial planning, use of technology 

etc. Question and answer were initiated and 

winners won recharges.

Colgate launched pocket dentist where Voice 

recognition identifies common questions and 

responds in real time. Less common 

questions are connected to an actual dentist. 



Opportunities
in Rural India

AdRBT

How brands
are using it?

How brands
are using it?

How brands
are using it?

Horlicks launched a AdRBT campaign which 

promoted the health benefits of Horlicks. It 

was launched in reginal languages for better 

connect with Tier 2 makret

Govt of Punjab activated mSamvaad  calls 

with experts from state agricultural 

university to educate Punjab Farmers on 

Stubble Burning 

Brands are creating and sharing content for 

entertainment such as regional songs, jingle 

etc and also pushing the brand’s message in 

between

What 
is it ?

What 
is it ?

What 
is it ?

Msamvaad

Mobile Radio

The regular beep when a call is dialed is 

replaced by the brand’s message or 

brand’s identity

A win-win for mobile operators, 

advertisers & mobile phone users

It allows brands to connect to large user 

base via voice conference

The activity of user during the call such 

as putting call on hold can be used for 

profiling consumers. 

Host entertaining content on a number for 

users to call and consume content from any 

mobile device

Additional source of entertainment in media 

dark areas.



Opportunities
in Rural India

Telemedicine 

What 
is it ?

What 
is it ?

What 
is it ?

How brands
are using it?

How brands
are using it?

How brands
are using it?

Voice Gaming 

Voice based helplines services

It is a method of disseminating health 

care information via telephone. 

It facilitates better healthcare services to 

people living in remote areas

Users can play games on any mobile 

phone by dialing in the brand’s number 

and following instructions

The platform provides a ‘one

stop’ information portal. Helpline services 

are still very famous and hence it is a well 

known medium for brand promotion 

Godrej launched a telemedicine service for its 

brand Cinthol. 

Dr Amma was the face of Cinthol  campaigns 

and this campaign leveraged the same face 

for better engagement.

Unilever launched kheloge toh jeetoge 

contest to promote products to housewives. 

Games such as Snake and ladder were used 

for product promotion. 

IRCTC has a  helpline number 139 where a 

commuter can get information related to 

train schedule, ticket etc. 

A brand can advertise its product during the 

waiting time on the call. 



BEST 
PRACTICES 
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This section covers some of the famous case 

studies across various industry.  



Success  
factors for 
voice solution

Best Practices 
for voice skill
deployment 

Best Practices
for Voice search

Best Practices 
for Telephony

Brand Building
on Voice platform



Success Factors
for Voice solutions

Once the consumer starts using voice 

solutions to interact with the brand, vast 

amount of content is needed to keep the 

consumer engaged. Hence vast content needs 

to created

The customer should find some value in the 

voice solution. Else there are low chances of 

it being effective in driving consumer 

engagement 

For rich consumer experience, the skill should 

be voice friendly.  The skill should be 

optimized for search engine so that it gets 

visibility. 

Depth in content

Audience should be able to use voice. The 

volume of users interested in the skill should 

be high enough to compensate for the cost of 

deploying the skill

Audience affinity
and volume

Utility for
the consumer

Voice-friendly,

high in discoverability skill



Best Practices - Telephony

For rural audience, 

celebrity voice works 

well - Regional & 

National Celebrity 

mimicry artists are 

easily available

For regional voice 

campaigns, it is 

recommended to 

create the script in 

regional language

For pure awareness 

campaign, comedy 

can be a safe option. 

However it also 

depends on the genre 

the brand wants to 

dissiminate. For ex, 

if it’s educational, 

tonality should be 

serious 

Gratification 

announcement is 

recommended while 

conducting contest 

led voice campaigns 

or opt-in led voice 

campaigns

Recommended 

duration for 

awareness voice 

campaigns is 15 to 30 

seconds (22 to 24 

seconds would be 

ideal)

Customers should 

not be contacted less 

than 3-4 times in a 

month to build recall 

as the rural space is 

getting cluttered

Creative treatment for 

mobile creative vs 

radio creative has few 

key differences. For 

instance, radio jingle 

might have a lot of 

music in the 

background or have a 

faster speech, while 

voice requires very 

crisp and clear 

approach

Communication 

should not be sent out 

in early morning/late 

evening/around noon 

during weekends 

(optimizations will be 

done based on 

machine learnings)

Use 
celebrity

Regional
language

Use
humour

Announce
gratification

Short
ads

Frequency

Creative
content

Optimize



Best Practices 
- Voice skill Deployment

Manage
TATs 

Alignment 
towards Brand

Dependencies 
on Voice assistant 
platform

Suggestions 
for promotion 

Cost for regional
language deployment



Manage TATs 
On TATs:  The least would be about 4 weeks for a couple of use cases that don't 

have much complexity in nature. Say, information dissemination, product 

features, some games and trivia. More personalised solutions with relevant APIs 

could add another 3 weeks or more, say, banking through voice, bookings and 

recommendations. 

So, any project will take 6-8 weeks to go-live 

Dependencies on Brand: Keywords, content etc. There are some basic 

requirements to fulfil before going live such as the brand logo, title of the Action 

on Skill, a couple of lines of description, the invocation, legal documents 

(privacy policy and terms of use). The APIs, content, other relevant information 

is needed depending on the scope of the project

Alignment 
towards Brand

Dependencies 
on Voice assistant 
platform
Dependencies on Voice assistant platform: QC. Generally, takes a couple of days 

for verification and go-live. 



Suggestions 
for promotion 
Suggestions for promotion to get people to use assistant. A great start would be 

to add a small text bubble in existing routes of communication. 

For Urban: We can promote said skill through banner and videos through 

various mediums 

For Rural: We can send tactical communication through voice calls / SMS to get 

people to use assistants 

Cost for regional
language deployment

Cost for one regional language deployment. The cost is calculated basis the 

manpower and efforts. Highly dependable on the use cases to be built, 

availability of information/APIs and complexity of the Action on voice Skill 



Brand Building 
on Voice platform

Voice should be an integral part of the 

marketing strategy and not be just a 

part of checklist that should be ticked 

off

Voice must be actionable. 

For ex, if a consumer wants to know 

how to create a bank account, the voice 

feature should be able to guide the 

consumer

Voice features should be built such 

that they reflect the brand persona. 

For ex –a voice over should have a 

personality which reflects the brand 

persona

The content / voice feature should be 

relevant with regards to brand’s 

products / services. 

For ex, a detergent brand creating a 

voice feature for recipe may not be 

relevant 

Actionable
experience

Brand
persona

Relevant voice
experience

Voice as a part 
of omnichannel 
strategy



Best Practices 
- Voice Search

Content 

Local result

Position zero

Partner

Understand what the 

audience is asking. Deliver answers.

Optimize existing content effectively 

Ensure all the brick and mortar locations

 have an optimized business page 

with hours, location, inventory, reviews

Win the top listing in the search engine.

1-4 above the fold or Featured snippet 

listing at the top of the page 

Partner with editorial publications.

Get featured on top lists. 
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Voice technology has become a part of 

consumer’s life. With the ever evolving 

technology, it becomes necessary for marketers to 

embrace and leverage emerging trends to their 

advantage. This section gives an overview of how 

brands can win consumers by optimizing 

marketing plans

CASE
STUDIES  



This section covers some of the famous 

case studies across various industry.  

VI - The power of live videos

Lifebuoy - Infection alert system

Sensodyne - Driving oral habits

Horlicks - mSamvaad

Godrej Hit - Platelet donation drive

Sing the Pepsi Swag Anthem

5 Star - Do Nothing Mode

Govt of Punjab : say no to stubble burning



5 Star -
DO NOTHING MODE

With an evolution in media 

consumption habits, how does 5 Star 

become the brand leading digital 

innovation to drive affinity with the 

youth?

5 Star promoted the “Do Nothing” mode 

through various campaigns. But this 

time it was unique. The brand partnered 

with Google and created first of its kind 

campaign where Google Assistant was 

made to Do nothing. Consumers simply 

asked Google Assistant to eat a 5 star to 

enter the “Do Nothing Mode”. 

Thereafter Google assistant answered 

queries in a funny way. There started 

the journey of carrying the brand 

promise and making Gen Z experience it 

even without the product

The brand leveraged insights and strong backend data of google to identify the 500 

most asked queries on assistant and created a new bot with quirky Do nothing 

answers on them. The bot was developed for two languages Hindi and English which 

covered almost 90% of the population

CHALLENGE

OUR CREATIVE
SOLUTION

DIGITAL 
AT OUR CORE



GOVT OF PUNJAB : 
SOCIAL AWARENESS CAMPAIGN: 
SAY NO TO STUBBLE BURNING

Govt of Punjab wanted to convince 

farmers to stop burning stubble and 

adopt available alternate methods. 

Activated MSamvaad a – one - to - 

many voice solution – India’s largest 

audio bridge tech where concurrent 

users can connect on a single call. The 

guidance and tips which farmers 

always wanted were given to them for 

free. Farmers showed immense 

response and enrolled for the 

Msamvaad sessions  by giving a missed 

call on a 10 dgit number, the invites to 

give miscall were send by SMS.

Activated AI/ML Powered WhatsApp Bot – The Bot helped bring the farmers a step 

closer and let farmers engage  and enquire in their local language and get answers to 

all the FAQ’s related to adoption and how to kick start using 24X7 chat support by 

just messaging on a number

IVRS helpline was also created where farmers could get their questions answered 

immediately by dialing the helpline number

CHALLENGE

OUR CREATIVE
SOLUTION

DIGITAL 
AT OUR CORE



LIFEBUOY INFECTION ALERT SYSTEM
– USE OF DATA & MOBILE TO 
REDUCE PREVALENCE OF DISEASES

CHALLENGE

OUR CREATIVE
SOLUTION

DIGITAL 
AT OUR CORE

India does not have a good healthcare 

system. The problem is severe in rural 

areas. A lot of deaths could be 

prevented by creating awareness 

among the people. But the challenge 

of illiteracy comes in.

An intelligent voice platform was built 

that used voice for sending infection 

alerts to the users basis different 

parameters. The platform helped in 

predicting disease incidence after 

identifying rural villages/ sub-districts 

most vulnerable to life-threatening 

diseases. The solution then micro- 

targeted rural geographies based on 

severity of incidence with contextual 

communication via voice calls.

Data was at the core of this digital activity with three sets of data to be intelligently 

married – user data (where the targeted audience are situated, accessibility to mobile), 

disease incidence data (what kind of diseases are prevalent in the region, when is the 

incidence high/alarming) and reach data (has the user been reached, has the user 

listened to the communication). 



DRIVING HEALTHY ORAL HABITS
THROUGH GOOGLE VOICE ASSISTANT
- HELLO  SENSODYNE

Tooth sensitivity is a common 

condition not only in India but around 

the world due to lack of awareness. 

How do we drive people to go for 

dental check-ups at least once in year?

On the occasion of World Oral Health 

Day, Sensodyne brought virtual dentists 

closer to the public. Hello Sensodyne” is 

a technology innovation that uses 

Google Assistant and helps users 

understand tooth sensitivity better and 

offer guidance using voice command. 

Through the voice assistant, users could 

also order a free Sensodyne sample and 

book dental appointment

The solution involved training of the 

bot on the nuances of Indian accent, 

possible queries, API integration with 

the partner for offering free dental 

check-ups, intelligently showing the ad 

to users looking for dentists in the 

Lybrate App.

CHALLENGE

OUR CREATIVE
SOLUTION

DIGITAL 
AT OUR CORE



HORLICKS – 
VOICE CONFERENCE 
BRIDGE PLATFORM

Horlicks wanted to reach out to 

mothers in media dark markets to 

create awareness around bio nutrients.

The solution used the same platform 

which India’s PM Shri. Narendra Modi 

uses to interact with the citizens of 

India during Mann Ki Baat. The 

opportunity was recognized to deliver 

the message beyond just reach and 

created a scaled engagement program 

within media dark Bihar to effectively 

move from a monologue to a dialogue. 

The technology platform allowed us to 

attract thousands of consumers at the 

same time wherein they had to “opt in 

to talk with Horlicks

The solution involved creation of the 

platform with the feature to log in 

multiple callers at once along with 

mute and active buttons so that it 

could easily manage multiple callers in 

queue to ask the question to the celeb 

influencer.

CHALLENGE

OUR CREATIVE
SOLUTION

DIGITAL 
AT OUR CORE



GODREJ HIT - 
PLATELET DONATION DRIVE

A platform was required that could 

connect the blood donors with 

hospitals. Also, the accessibility had to 

be simple and ubiquitous so that one 

could access it with ease.

Godrej Hit Platelet Donor Pool using a 

voice based platform was created. The 

platform is a centralized mobile based 

platform SMS + Voice hybrid solution 

which enabled people to call on a 

centralized number One just has to 

open Google Assistant on any phone 

and say: "Okay Google! Talk to Godrej 

Hit". 

The platform itself has its own customized CMS (content management system) which 

manages Godrej HIT knowledge base management. This central voice CMS is 

agnostic of any voice enabled application, skills or device it plugs into. Brand team 

can manage the voice CMS to add, modify or delete the content which is being added 

for the voice platform real time. Voice platform reads the donor registration database 

along with the required information from the PDC App or the website real time. 

Platform collect and draw insights from conversational intents and user profiles

CHALLENGE

OUR CREATIVE
SOLUTION
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PEPSICO SWAG CHALLENGE
ON VOICE ASSISTANT

Pepsi wanted to reach out to youth to 

celebrate the spirit of the new rapping 

culture. 

With the goal in mind to celebrate the 

spirit of the new generation, Pepsi 

came up with a peppy song. As part of 

the brand’s ‘Har Ghoont Mein Swag’ 

campaign, the anthem features 

celebrities. The Swag bot lets the fans 

to rap and learn the song on Google 

Assistant by talking to the bot. 

 The audio clips that are used to make 

the user learn are in Badshah's voice 

only. It is one of the few applications of 

AI engaging with direct consumer at 

scale on behalf of the brand. The bot 

has vernacular support - users can 

interact with it in English, Hindi and 

Hinglish
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VI WANTED TO EDUCATE 
THE AUDIENCES ABOUT
THE POWER OF LIVE VIDEOS

VI needed to convince users that Live 

Video is a great tool to enforce wrong 

doers into changing their behaviour

A voice enabled video chatbot was 

created which let the users have a 

video call with Mallika Dua. The 

person could ask questions around the 

power of live videos or generic ones, 

select from trending questions and 

Mallika Dua would answer them all.

The UI featured a window where the 

user can see himself while speaking to 

Mallika. The solution used AI to 

understand the user query keeping in 

mind the nuances of dialect and accent 

in India, and combines it with machine 

language to map the most relevant 

answer. At the end of the video call, 

the user also had the option to 

purchase the new Idea SIM and join 

#IndiaKaLiveNetwork (India’s Live 

Network)
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